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The Coming Coup in the U.S.

and the Dark Cabal who

Planned It
by Jeremy James

The pace of change at this time is exceptional. The Enemy is pressing ahead vigorously

on several fronts, seemingly confident that the masses of humanity will be too cowed

by all that is happening to muster a serious response. With six thousand years of

experience to draw on, we can be sure he has assessed his options correctly.

Locked in a war that he cannot afford to lose, he is always more likely to use too much

force than too little. A million deaths here or there mean nothing to him. The crucial

consideration, from his perspective, is that the world as a whole remains ignorant of

his existence and his goals. Even though they are extremely wealthy, his army of

dedicated earthly servants is still relatively small and must continue to operate under

a cloak of deception until the stage is set for the Man of Sin.

Theoretically, if a significant number of sleeping souls suddenly awoke and saw what

was happening behind the scenes, there could be a violent backlash, a popular

rebellion directed against his servants. Numerically, they would be overwhelmed and

their plans would have to be put on hold for several generations until the ‘herd’ had

been lulled once again into a deep, agreeable sleep.
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We say “theoretically” because, despite all the alarms that have been sounded over the

past hundred years or so by scholars and analysts, both Christian and secular, there is

not the slightest sign that a collective awakening will occur any time soon.

The LORD, in His mercy, has allowed a huge quantity of revealing information to be

made available via the Internet over the past twenty years or so, material which, had

it been examined in a calm and objective way, would have roused an elephant from

deep sedation. But very few made the effort and fewer still evaluated what they found

against the Word of God.

The concentration of power
Over the past fifty years or so advances in technology have concentrated an

extraordinary amount of power in the hands of a small number of people. The laws of

the land provide the only restraint on the way this power is exercised. If there are gaps

in the law or if the laws are designed to be ineffective, then the public has no protection

against the misuse of these powers. Equally, where legislative limits are clearly

established but not enforced, the public has no protection. Furthermore, even if the

laws are sound and the law enforcement authorities are prepared to prosecute

offenders, the law is still of no effect unless the courts weigh the evidence fairly, find

the offenders guilty, and impose a meaningful penalty or sentence.

The laws of the land are only as effective as the institutions that ensure they are being

properly implemented. This includes the government, the police, and the courts. But

there is another, poorly regulated, institution which has a vital role in this process,

namely the media.

If the public is unable to monitor the way the laws of the land are being applied, then

they have no way of knowing how effective they are. Only through regular, impartial

reporting by the media can the public gather enough information about the state of the

nation to judge the effectiveness of the various institutions that are supposed to

nurture and protect it.
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Once the press, and the media generally – for strategic reasons – begin to report on

only part of what is happening or, worse still, to misreport and distort developments

in certain areas, then real problems set in.

Merger of the media and state propaganda
When the press no longer serves the public interest, corruption ensues. After a few

decades, it takes only a simple change to turn the press into a dedicated purveyor of

propaganda. If the public fails to detect what has happened, then this media-enabled

propaganda is exceptionally effective.

Propaganda in the Soviet Union was channeled on a daily basis via official state

publications like Pravda and Izvestia. They did much to control the mind of the

average Soviet citizen, but their impact was dampened by the fact that everyone knew

they were state-owned and state-controlled. A similar system of mind control has been

operating in the West for decades, but with one crucial difference – the average citizen

does not know that their leading newpapers are controlled in exactly the same way as

Pravda and Izvestia.

While the propaganda is more subtle, its impact is far greater because the average

person simply cannot see that his opinions and perceptions are being shaped and

moulded by a carefully crafted editorial policy. The so-called neutral brokers – the

press and the media – are, in reality, the paid servants of a rich and powerful elite.

Once the press is weaponized in this way, and aimed with malicious intent at an

unsuspecting public, it can change the very criteria that we humanly use to distinguish

between right and wrong, between just and unjust. It can even lead to tyranny.

Pravda [left], with a photo of Stalin, and Izvestia,

with a photo of Yuri Andropov, Soviet premier, 1982-1984.
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Four Examples of Media Propaganda in Ireland
Here are just four examples of the way this has worked in Ireland since 2002:

(1) Government-enabled theft

The government collaborated with an international banking cartel to enable

the theft of €150bn or thereabouts from the Irish people. The cartel had

loaned huge sums of money to Irish borrowers to buy property at vastly

inflated prices. When the bubble burst and the property market collapsed,

the Irish were told that they, not the banks, were responsible.

The government, in an act of sheer malice, sided with the banking cartel and

betrayed the country. They had even turned off the banking ‘alarm system’ a

few years earlier – the legislative controls which would have prevented this

theft. The press, in turn, sided with the government and spun an avalanche

of lies, misrepresenting and distorting all that had happened in such a

grotesque way that the public was persuaded to accept, at first some, and

then all of the blame.

Even after a detailed Parliamentary Enquiry in 2015 into the cause of the

crisis, an exercise tainted from start to finish by lies, shadow-boxing and

evasion, the persons responsible – many of whom were readily identifiable

– got off scot-free. Both the lead-up to the crisis and the white-wash that

came afterwards were only possible because the media was entirely

controlled by the ruling elite. The shutting down of the robust framework

that regulated the banking system and its replacement by a farcical

counterfeit was also achieved only through the craven complicity of the

media.

(2) The normalization of sodomy

The media also conducted a shameless campaign over several years to

convince the people of Ireland that the homosexual lifestyle was normal and

natural. The countless problems with that so-called lifestyle – medical,

psychological, behavioral – were simply ignored.
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The government then pushed for a referendum on ‘same sex’ marriage. This

would entail an amendent to the Constitution, which the majority of the Irish

electorate would have to approve. The media unleashed such a carnival of

lies – while at the same time censoring all informed comment in the public

arena – that a gormless electorate did what they were told. Incredibly they

voted by a margin of 2 to 1 to put Christian marriage on the same legal and

moral plane as a contract between two homosexuals.

(3) A nation votes to kill its own children

Three years later a similar campaign of lies and duplicity in the media came

to a head with a referendum to legalize abortion. The people of Ireland then

did something that has no historical precedent. They voted, again by a

margin of 2 to 1, to approve the killing of unborn children for social

convenience, including those close to birth.

When the citizens of Germany voted Hitler into power in 1933, they didn’t

know that the Nazis would institute the T4 program, the systematic murder

of physically disabled and mentally retarded adults and children by well-

respected medical professionals. The very idea would have horrified them.

And yet, 85 years later, the people of Ireland, a “civilized” country, voted

overwhelmingly to legalize the arbitrary killing of healthy children-in-the-

womb, all on the basis of such Marxist slogans as ‘My body, my choice.’

This hideous outcome was only made possible by the relentless repetition in

the media, uncontested and unproven, of propositions which had no legal,

moral or medical basis. No lie was too outrageous. The public was made to

believe that, if they did not approve this barbaric amendment, they were

nothing but slaves to the Catholic Church and its medieval mindset. The Irish

were so determined to prove that they were not slaves to the Catholic Church

– which, ironically, betrayed them all – that they proved that they were slaves

instead to the New World Order.
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(4) The election of Marxist thugs

If these examples were not enough to show the astonishing extent to which

the Irish are brainwashed and manipulated by the media, the result of the

recent general election should settle the matter.

The IRA has operated for years under the cynical pretence that its so-called

political wing, known as Sinn Féin, is controlled by an entirely separate

command structure. This has enabled an organization with a long record of

terrorist atrocities to compete for seats in Parliament, give peace-loving

interviews in the media, and maintain a façade of democratic respectability.

A few decades ago, everyone knew that Sinn Féin was run by a vicious gang

of thugs and sadists, just like its older brother, the IRA. However, through

its careful rehabilitation by the media and a shameful failure by journalists

of every persuasion to focus clearly on its methods and its goals, this Marxist-

Leninist fraternity has succeeded in rebranding itself. It even began to win

seats in the Irish parliament. By 2011 it had secured 14 seats in the Dáil. This

increased to 23 in 2016. And by 2020 – following the recent general election

– its total has increased by 60%. It now has 37 seats (out of 160), matched

only by Fianna Fáil. There is a serious risk that this gang of Marxist-Leninist

thugs will share power in the next government (which is currently in

formation).

About a quarter of the Irish electorate voted for Sinn Féin in February 2020,

a party controlled by a military wing whose record for violence, torture,

kidnapping, mutilation and murder is not disputed, even by its own

members! Its reputation for brutality and terrorism is well known across the

world, and some of its top operatives have trained FARC guerrillas in

Colombia and Islamic terrorists in North Africa. And yet, through careful

grooming in the media, which included many flattering portrayals of its

activities in recent years, one quarter of the Irish public was tricked into

believing that this rapacious leopard had lost its spots. As a result one of the

most dangerous political parties in Europe is on the brink of securing a

Ministerial presence in the Irish government.

The real face of Sinn Féin.
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These examples give a stark illustration of the power exercised by the media over the

population of Ireland. This power covers, not just the ability to twist and pervert

rational thought, to stymie debate and fact-based discussion, but also to corrupt or

dismantle the moral standards which underpin our society. The Irish Times, The Irish

Independent, and RTE (the national broadcaster) are among the most shameless

purveyors of Marxist propaganda in Europe, and yet the Irish public hasn’t a clue!

Media propaganda worldwide
This is not unique to Ireland. Every country in the world is controlled in the same way,

to a greater or lesser extent. Ireland may well be an extreme example, but the same

methods and techniques that have been employed here are being used elsewhere to

great effect. The approaching coup in the U.S. will seem to most Americans to have

come from nowhere, but this is due almost entirely to the control exercised by the

media in that country. The countless warning signs have been suppressed, disguised,

and redefined, or in other ways rendered transparent so that they rarely show up on

the public radar for what they really are. Take globalization, for example. The media

says it is good, but in reality it is nothing less than the transfer of American industry

and wealth to Marxist China. Or take another example. According to the media, the

threat posed by Communism effectively disappeared thirty years ago with the fall of

the Berlin Wall and the break-up of the Soviet Union. But this fantastic notion ignores

the plain fact that all of the countries that were once ruled by ‘Communism’ are now

ruled by the same cliques and insiders who controlled ‘Communism’. These people are

just as determined today to collapse and take over the U.S. as they were when they

ruled under a different label. Their task is made much easier by the failure of the

American public to recognize the fact, a failure that is due primarily, if not exclusively,

to the complacency engendered by the media.

Before we discuss the coming coup and the way it will likely be carried out, we should

pause for a moment to reflect on Senator Jenner’s machine gun.
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Senator Jenner’s Machine Gun
Senator William Jenner was a true patriotic American. He understood how the

institutions of government were being taken over from within and tried to warn the

American people of the danger they were facing. Here are some extracts from a

milestone speech he gave before Congress on February 23, 1954, while he was a

member of the Senate Judiciary Committee:

“Today the path to total dictatorship in the United States can be laid by strictly

legal means, unseen and unheard by the Congress, the President, or the

people … Outwardly we have a Constitutional government. We have operating

within our government and political system, another body representing

another form of government, a bureaucratic elite which believes our

Constitution is outmoded and is sure that it is the winning side …

“All the strange developments in foreign policy agreements may be traced to

this group who are going to make us over to suit their pleasure. We must

consider our danger not only in the terms of the treaties or agreements which

have been completed, but in terms of those still in the pipelines, or already in

effect, but still invisible to Congress or to the people …

“This political action group has its own local political support organizations,

its own pressure groups, its own vested interests, its foothold within our

government, and its own propaganda apparatus …

“Someone, somewhere, conceived the brilliant strategy of revolution by the

assembly line. The pattern for total revolution was divided into separate

parts, each of them as innocent, safe, and familiar-looking as possible. The

men who made the blueprints know exactly what the final product is to be.

They have planned the final assembly years ahead.”

Senator William Jenner (Indiana)
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Senator Jenner defines the secret cabal behind

the ongoing transformation of the government of

the United States. [Screen shot from the

Congressional Record, February 23, 1954.]

He was trying to expose the decisive role played by the Council for Foreign Relations

in deciding domestic and foreign policy. He was also trying to show – more than 6

decades ago! – that the agents of Communism within the American political elite were

leading the U.S. toward an international totalitarian form of government. By strictly

legal means, in full view of the American people, changes were being made which,

according to Senator Jenner, would result ultimately in “total dictatorship in the

United States.”

Along with certain other members of Congress, few in number, he knew how they

operated and how much control they had already achieved. In the final paragraph

quoted above, he referred to the “brilliant strategy” they were following, where the

revolutionary plan was divided into much smaller parts. Examined individually, the

various parts seemed harmless enough. It was only when they were all put together

than their real purpose became apparent. This, the “final assembly”, would not take

place for many years, according to Senator Jenner (Remember, he was speaking in

1954).

To illustrate this strategy, Senator Jenner used the following analogy:
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[Screen shot from the Congressional Record, February 23, 1954.]

He specifically implicated the United Nations in this sophisticated assembly line,

where its law and its provisions would be used, at the appropriate time, to overrule

elements of the U.S. Constitution, and even Congress itself, to enable the “final

assembly.” Only then – and not a moment sooner – would the American people see

that the promised baby carriage was actually a machine gun. And the machine gun was

aimed at them.

With remarkable prescience, he stated that the time bomb would not be set off until

the American public had been so heavily conditioned by state-planned propaganda

that they were convinced that resistance would be futile:
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[Screen shot from the Congressional Record, February 23, 1954.]

His impressive grasp of the strategy that the enemy was following is shown by the

following extract from his speech:

[Screen shot from the Congressional Record, February 23, 1954.]

He had in mind the way the U.S. military had already been deployed illegally by the

President of the United States during the Korean War. By allowing the U.S. military to

be co-opted into the so-called U.N. Armed Forces during the conflict in Korea, both

Truman and Eisenhower had subtly set aside their legal authority as Commander-in-

Chief in time of war.
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Senator Jenner could see that a future American President might pass control of the

U.S. military to the U.N. in a crisis or national emergency, and neither Congress nor

the Supreme Court could do anything about it. Perhaps he even envisaged that such

an “unscrupulous” President would do so in circumstances that would enable to U.N.

to command the U.S. military on American soil, against segments of the American

population. The Act known as Posse Comitatus ruled out this possibility in Jenner’s

day, but this absolute restriction was removed by Obama – another Marxist – when

he signed the National Defense Authorization Act into law in 2012.

Senator Jenner was painfully aware of the fact that most of his listeners, not just those

in Congress, but across the nation as a whole, would find it very difficult to believe that

such a dark cabal could exist in their midst:

[Screen shot from the Congressional Record, February 23, 1954.]

He calls them “this ruthless power-seeking elite”, a conspiracy within Communism to

bring down the United States. Though he does not say it explicitly, he is implying that

some of the wealthiest and most influential people in America were wrapped up in this

conspiracy.

He could have quoted from chapter 7 of the Book of Daniel, which spells out the

incredible ruthlessness of those who control the Fourth Kingdom, the regime that now

rules the entire earth:

“After this I saw in the night visions, and behold a fourth

beast, dreadful and terrible, and strong exceedingly; and

it had great iron teeth: it devoured and brake in pieces,

and stamped the residue with the feet of it: and it was

diverse from all the beasts that were before it; and it had

ten horns.” (Daniel 7:7)
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“Then I would know the truth of the fourth beast, which

was diverse from all the others, exceeding dreadful,

whose teeth were of iron, and his nails of brass; which

devoured, brake in pieces, and stamped the residue with

his feet;” (Daniel 7:19)

“Thus he said, The fourth beast shall be the fourth

kingdom upon earth, which shall be diverse from all

kingdoms, and shall devour the whole earth, and shall

tread it down, and break it in pieces.” (Daniel 7:23)

We need to recognize that the wickedness that will fill the Lake of Fire is already well

entrenched in the world today. It is not hiding in a corner somewhere but standing in

plain view. Christians who are still struggling with this should reflect on the words of

Daniel.

After being shown their psychopathic brutality and the dreadful things that they would

eventually do in the End Time, the “greatly beloved” prophet was sick for several days.

In like manner believers today, when they stumble upon this awful reality, often fall

sick for a time – such is the shock.

Senator Jenner also tried to show why this campaign of deception was so difficult to

counter, even when one knew of its existence, the methods it was using and what its

proponents wanted to achieve:

[Screen shot from the Congressional Record, February 23, 1954.]

Many who have studied the question have confirmed to their satisfaction that the State

Department is indeed dedicated to the creation of the proposed New World Order and

that it is led by men and women who, as Senator Jenner states, are “committed to

secret political revolution.” He saw this in 1954 and warned the American public from

the floor of the Senate, but very few ears picked up the message. Such is the power of

the media in the U.S.
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Frances Piven and Richard Cloward receive

public recognition by the Elite in 1993.

Others have sounded similar warnings
Others have sounded similar warnings, but these too have been suppressed by the

media. The individuals concerned often met with untimely deaths – the number of US

Senators who have died in plane crashes is over ten times greater than the national

average. Others have had “accidents” or committed “suicide.”

Of course, the traitors are not only in the State Department, but are distributed as

required across the machinery of government. For example, the U.S. Treasury has

been following the Cloward-Piven strategy for over fifty years. This is a Communist

operational tactic which aims to drive a nation further and further into debt until the

burden becomes unsustainable. The cost of simply servicing the debt becomes so great

that the rest of the world, sensing the risk of default, refuses to invest further in the

great Ponzi Scheme.

Two radical Communists, Richard Cloward and Frances Piven [see photo above], first

proposed their strategy in 1966. One can see from the chart below that the U.S.

Treasury has been following it ever since, with alarming results:
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Chart showing the U.S.

national debt from 1900

to 2020.

The total for 2020 is a little

over 23 trillion dollars.

The blue line marks the

introduction of the Cloward-

Piven strategy.

Since the strategy began, the

national debt has grown from

$320 billion to $23 trillion, a

multiple of 72.

Jenner’s “unscrupulous American President”
The stage is now set for the emergence of what Senator Jenner called an “unscrupulous

American President.” This would appear to be the key to the whole operation.

The level of debt in the U.S. – federal, state, municipal, corporate, and household –

has grown so large that a conventional economic shock could send the entire edifice

tumbling into the abyss. Senator Jenner realized that this collapse would be triggered

only when the Elite were ready to impose their new form of government. The American

public would first have to be conditioned to believe that the “old” system was outdated

and not sufficiently robust to handle the challenges of the 21st century. They have been

working for decades to engineer a situation where the majority of Americans would

actually vote in favor of the new regime. But to do this they would have to feel there

was no alternative.

In the remainder of this paper we will show why most Americans will feel so helpless

that they will go along with what the Elite have planned.
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The Brutus Option
As we have stated in several of our previous papers, the Elite appear to want to bring

about a Constitutional crisis involving the office of the President of the United States.

We might call this “the Brutus option”, after the protagonist in the paper appended to

our #141 – ‘The Origins of the American Military Coup of 2012’ by Charles J Dunlap

Jr. This paper by Major General Dunlap of the USAF is essential reading for anyone

who wants to see how carefully this option has been examined by senior military

personnel in the US.

Illustration on the cover of La Domenica del Corriere, an

Italian weekly magazine supplement, July 1950, showing

U.S. troops serving under the U.N. flag in the Korean War.

General Brutus took the office of President when it suddenly fell vacant and the Vice

President refused to take the oath of office. The military argued that this was a

temporary but necessary expedient to maintain political stability. Brutus even got the

American people to ratify his elevation in a national referendum, promising to vacate

the office as soon as ‘order’ was restored. (See our papers #141, #173 and #214 for a

more detailed examination of the Dunlap paper and the insights that it provides into

recent events.)

Time bomb
America is now precariously close to the crisis situation that Dunlap envisaged in 1992

and Senator Jenner saw as far back as 1954. The Elite would appear to have taken the

following steps to prime the “time bomb” that Senator Jenner predicted:
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1. Tie America into a series of complex treaties which limit its

sovereignty. This has already been done.

2. Make many aspects of US law, including the Constitution,

subservient to the UN Charter. This has already been done.

3. Prepare for a state of ‘national emergency’ where the President

will be authorized in law to exercise exceptional powers without

the approval of Congress or judicial oversight. This has already

been accomplished through a long series of Executive Orders

which, in a national emergency, will automatically take effect

whenever the President – on his sole authority – declares martial

law.

4. Just as Senator Jenner envisaged, the President will be able to

pass control of the U.S. military, or parts thereof, to a UN

commander. Foreign generals would then be able to direct US

troops on US soil for the alleged purpose of “restoring order”.

5. The emergency situation would appear to have 3 triggers:

(a) A deadly disease which threatens a pandemic. This is

already under way.

(b) The chaos created by the pandemic will lead to a major

crisis in the banking system and a huge fall in the stock

market which together threaten to destroy household

savings and accrued pension benefits.

(c) The US Presidential election of 2020 will be rendered

void by “foreign interference”. The military, with strong

support from the judiciary, will urge the President to

remain in office. With typical modesty, President Trump

initially refuses to do so, but relents when the media

presents the public with the terrifying prospect of a

national calamity if he leaves office, as required under the

Constitution, on January 20th, 2021. This is a variation of

the Brutus Option, where the incumbent President is

pressed to remain in office for a second term, even though

he has not been lawfully reelected.
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6. In order to give a semblance of legality to what is happening, the

proxy ‘President’ holds a national referendum in which the people

are asked to vote ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ to his continuance in office until

order is restored. This is the road followed by Brutus in Dunlap’s

essay. The referendum was carried in Dunlaps’ essay, primarily

(he states) because so many middle-class Americans feared the

loss of their pensions if they didn’t comply.

Significantly, the most improbable part of this hypothetical scenario, the deadly

pandemic, is already under way.

Furthermore, elaborate preparations for another key part of this scenario – the

aborted Presidential election – have already been made.

The 2020 Presidential Election
Allegations of Russian interference in the 2016 Presidential election have been

thrashed out ad nauseum in the media, aided by televised Congressional hearings and

a high-level criminal investigation (the Mueller Report). These will have embedded in

the minds of most Americans the notion that the Russians are planning to meddle in

the 2020 elections. If the Democratic candidate is a known socialist (Sanders), or

someone with known links to the Ukraine (Biden), then the possibility of Russian

interference could become a matter of real concern.

On top of this we have had the fiasco at the Democratic Iowa caucus in January where

a computer glitch threatened to invalidate the ballot (The result might still be open to

legal challenge). Given that the Presidential Election relies heavily on the use of

electronic Diebold machines to register and tally votes, a glitch in states like New York,

Illinois, California or Florida, which could decide the election one way or another,

would be a disaster.
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An expert in computing has already appeared before Congress testifying to the fact

that these machines are unreliable and vulnerable to hackers. The US Senate Select

Committee on Intelligence looked into the possibility of Russian interference in the

2016 elections. On 21 June 2017 they heard testimony from Professor Halderman of

the University of Michigan. Halderman stated:

“I know firsthand how easy it can be to manipulate computerized

voting machines. As part of security testing, I've performed attacks

on widely used voting machines, and I've had students successfully

attack machines under my supervision… What we found was

disturbing: we could reprogram the machine to invisibly cause any

candidate to win... Vulnerabilities like these are endemic throughout

our election system. Cybersecurity experts have studied a wide range

of U.S. voting machines – including both DREs and optical scanners

– and in every single case, they’ve found severe vulnerabilities that

would allow attackers to sabotage machines and to alter votes. That’s

why there is overwhelming consensus in the cybersecurity and

election integrity research communities that our elections are at

risk… An attacker can probe different areas of the most important

“swing states” for vulnerabilities, find the areas that have the weakest

protection, and strike there… This month, we’ve seen reports

detailing Russian efforts to target voter registration systems in up to

39 states and to develop a capability to spread an attack from an

election technology vendor to local election offices… If voters cannot

trust that their votes are counted honestly, they will have reason to

doubt the validity of elections… there is no doubt that Russia has the

technical ability to commit widescale attacks against our voting

system, as do other hostile nations.”
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It may not be necessary to sabotage the 2020 election, but simply to cause so much

confusion that no-one has any confidence in the result. That might possibly be the

most contentious outcome, where one side is convinced that the other side “rigged”

the election. Congress may ask the Supreme Court to rule in the matter, only to find

that the issues were too complex to unravel in a court of law. If this uncertainty and

acrimony are allowed to drag on for several months, it would be immensely damaging

to public confidence in the democratic process in America. Many would welcome a

military intervention just to maintain order and restore confidence. For the Elite this

is the ideal outcome, where the people themselves demand that the military step in.

Let them suggest the Brutus Option.

Some commentators have suggested that the election could be deferred by the so-

called coronavirus. However we believe this would not suit the Elite. Too much blame

would be directed at the existing administration and the President himself. The blame

must fall elsewhere. Besides, they want the American people to participate actively in

the destruction of their own Constitution.

The long-planned Transfer of Wealth
Marxists has long claimed that they want to effect a worldwide redistribution of

wealth. The irony, of course, is that the “redistribution” that Marxism will actually

deliver is the opposite of what its naïve adherents had imagined. We are about to

witness the greatest transfer of wealth in history, where the accrued equities and

savings of most of humanity will disappear down the black hole of collapsing markets,

bank failures and currency defaults. Those whose wealth is untouched by this collapse

will then step in and buy the real underlying assets at a fraction of their true value. The

one percent who own half of the world’s wealth will end up owning the other half as

well.

The Elite like to test out their plans on a small scale before employing them more

widely. The coming transfer of wealth, which will affect every nation on earth, has

already been successfully tested in Russia.
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After the “fall” of the USSR in 1991, the rouble came under pressure. Its value

fluctuated on foreign currency markets. Somehow the Russian leadership – with the

assistance of the national media (of course) – convinced the Russian people that the

currency had actually collapsed and that the rouble was now worthless, even in Russia.

Incredibly, despite their long experience of state-sponsored lies and propaganda, they

failed to see that their currency could not possibly lose its value within Russia itself. It

was only necessary for the national banking system to honor the currency and it could

continue in circulation. Savings would remain intact. But the banks, on orders from

the Kremlin, simply withdrew the currency and destroyed the most important store of

wealth. Many were made destitute. Starvation was rife in towns and cities across

Russia. Some were hit so hard that they turned to alcohol and drank themselves to

death. Life expectancy fell by several years. Millions were forced to survive through

barter and exchange, and by growing vegetables on small allotments.

“Woe to them that devise iniquity, and

work evil upon their beds! when the

morning is light, they practise it, because

it is in the power of their hand. And they

covet fields, and take them by violence;

and houses, and take them away: so they

oppress a man and his house, even a man

and his heritage.” (Micah 2:1-2)

Enter the Oligarchs
The Russian elite then took the opportunity to privatise the natural resources of Russia

– oil, gas, timber, and minerals. Every Russian citizen was entitled to a few shares in

this massive exercise. Alas, most were too poor to hold onto them. In this way a small

group of men, the famous ‘Oligarchs’, bought up most of the shares and became

immensely rich in the process.

How can a country with vast natural resources and no national debt go broke? How

can its currency collapse? It is impossible. But if the national media peddles a deadly

lie and, at the urging of their leaders, the people believe it, then a phony ‘collapse’ can

be engineered.

Something similar is coming to the rest of the world. The wealth of nations, including

their infrastructure and natural resources, will be confiscated by the banking system

to “pay off” aggregate national debt and pour fresh liquidity into the markets. Since

mortgages on a huge swathe of private property will be in default, the banks will end

up owning most of the residential housing, as well as the plant, equipment, inventory,

and premises of many small and medium-size businesses.
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National currencies will be abolished or phased out. The replacement currency, when

it comes, will be electronic. Individual nations will be allowed to participate in the new

international banking system only if they adopt the One World currency. This will

enable total electronic surveillance across society, where every purchase, however

small, will be centrally recorded and behavior inconsistent with government

guidelines identified.

The Elite will likely take the opportunity at this time to implement the Chinese social

credit system on a worldwide basis.

The real story behind the plague known as AIDS
Given the importance of the Wuhan plague to the plan being followed by the Elite, it

is worth noting that it too was tested in advance. We have all heard of SARS, MERS

and Ebola, each of which qualifies in a small way as a test run. But the real test run

was the plague known as AIDS which, according to official statistics, claimed the lives

of over 700,000 people in the U.S. alone.

AZT and other retroviral drugs

were administered in high doses

to men who supposedly had HIV.

Many were in good health. The

drugs were so toxic in high doses

that death was inevitable within

2-3 years.

Since the history of AIDS/HIV is rather convoluted and requires some time to explain,

we will address it, God willing, in a future paper. However, we will state here that many

respected scientists regard HIV as bogus, an unproven hypothesis invented by the

pharmaceutical industry to serve as the sole cause of the disease known as AIDS. And

AIDS itself is a constellation of illnesses that result from a compromised immune

system, not a virus. The death rate from this spurious disease was so high because very

large numbers of homosexuals with weakened immune systems were persuaded to go

on a course of treatment using powerful drugs which further weakened their natural

defenses. In short, the pharmaceutical industry made vast sums of money promoting

a phony disease with a phony cure. Along the way they killed several hundred thousand

innocent men. The industry later reduced the dosage levels so that the death rate

would suddenly fall and the public would believe the “cure” was effective.
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This ghastly experiment in mass deception succeeded in convincing the world (a) that

stable and persistent viruses exist which can spread rapidly through the human

population and kill millions and (b) that the pharmaceutical industry can be relied

upon to produce an effective antidote. Sound familiar?

Many of the institutions involved in these wicked operations are led by members of a

small group of inter-connected families. For example, the CDC, which worked hard in

the 1980s to convince the public that HIV was the cause of AIDS, is now claiming that

Covid-19 is certain to cause a deadly pandemic. A top official in the CDC today, Dr

Nancy Messonnier, head of the National Center for Immunization and Respiratory

Diseases, is promoting this line. She happens to be the sister of the former Deputy

Attorney General, Rod Rosenstein, who oversaw the Mueller probe.

CONCLUSION
Senator Jenner understood that the average person has great difficulty believing that

an organized cabal of this nature could exist. As he said, “It is difficult for people

governed by reasonableness and morality to imagine the existence of a movement

which ignores reasonableness and boasts of its determination to destroy, which

ignores morality, and boasts of its cleverness in outwitting its opponents by

abandoning all scruples. This ruthless power-seeking elite is a disease…”

The Word of God told us long ago that such people exist and that they will work

together to deadly effect in the End Time. Jesus warned us that they were just like their

father, who was a liar and a murderer from the start (John 8:44). Death and deception

are their stock in trade.

This ruthless power-seeking elite, as Senator Jenner called them, will not stop until

they have overthrown the United States and set up a One World Government.

John Stuart Mill

We will close with the words of John Stuart Mill, an English insider and political

commentator who fully understood what had to be done to bring about a dictatorship

by stealth:
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“Thus, a people may prefer a free government, but if, from

indolence, or carelessness, or cowardice, or want of public spirit,

they are unequal to the exertions necessary for preserving it; if

they will not fight for it when it is directly attacked; if they can

be deluded by the artifices used to cheat them out of it; if by

momentary discouragement, or temporary panic, or a fit of

enthusiasm for an individual, they can be induced to lay their

liberties at the feet even of a great man, or trust him with powers

which enable him to subvert their institutions; in all these cases

they are more or less unfit for liberty: and though it may be for

their good to have had it even for a short time, they are unlikely

long to enjoy it.” – John Stuart Mill, Considerations on

Representative Government, 1861

As the Elite see it, they are perfectly justified in pursuing this aim. If the people – “the

herd” – do not have enough sense to guard against it, then they deserve what they get.

Alas, we are on the brink of the situation that he predicted in 1861.

The principle itself has been applied many times since then – in Russia, China,

Germany, Spain, and several other countries – but now the choicest fruit of all is on a

low-hanging branch, awaiting its fate. As Mill envisaged, the people will be induced to

lay their liberties at the feet of a ‘great man’ and to entrust him with powers that will

enable him to subvert their institutions.

***

“The fear of man bringeth a snare: but whoso putteth

his trust in the LORD shall be safe.”

– Proverbs 29:25

_________________________

Jeremy James

Ireland

March 7, 2020
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